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JUSTIN TRUDEAU AND EMMANUEL MACRON OPENED THE GATE TO THE
YOUNGEST LEADERS
BY THEIR DYNAMISM AND PROGRESSISM

Pafris, Washington DC, 16.04.2018, 20:24 Time

USPA NEWS - Emmanuel Macron Justin Trudeau are one of the youngest leaders in the world; This is new and unprecedented, but it
does not prevent their rule at the head of large countries like France and Canada aged 40 and 46 respectively, They expressed their
political visions which "converge" as respectively the President and the Canadian PM Justin Trudeau, who were several times at the
press conference at the ELysee today. It is clear that both the image they send of young rank leaders in politics show how far we are
entering a new era of diferent and refreshing politeness by the young smart minds of these world leaders.

Emmanuel Macron Justin Trudeau are one of the youngest leaders in the world; This is new and unprecedented, but it does not
prevent their rule at the head of large countries like France and Canada aged 40 and 46 respectively,
They expressed their political visions which "converge" as respectively the President and the Canadian PM Justin Trudeau, who were
several times at the press conference at the ELysee today. It is clear that both the image they send of young rank leaders in politics
show how far we are entering a new era of diferent and refreshing politeness by the young minds of these world leaders. In fact, they
both said it together and simultaneously "We both sought to bring together" and "put the emphasis on growth for all" on the Canadian
side and that "it's always a great pleasure to work with Emmanuel ". On the French side, President Macron recalled that "Our
economic relations are booming with 10Ms a year of exchanges and 250 Canadian subsidiaries installed in France employ 28 000
people and increase of 6% since September and in particular SMEs in a This shows the vitality of our exchanges in our struggles, our
relations have changed and deepened, and the romanization of a Franco-Canadian intergovernmental seminar.
"------------------------------------------------------------------------

In fact, last week, President Macron received HM Prince Mohamed Bin Salman, ruler of Saudi Arabia at the age of 32, and today the
ELysee was receiving Justin Trudeau. The Canadian PM, aged 43 in 2015, raised suspicion when he was young (the youngest MP in
Canadian history) to govern. The head of the Canadian General Party has proved that he was up to the job, and continues to seduce
with a popularity of 55% in his country (Cross Survey).-------------------------------------------------------
Emmanuel Macron was elected in 2017 at the age of 39, and will celebrate his one-year anniversary on May 7 and has a popularity
rating of 44% of good opinions, in the Ifop monthly barometer for the Journal du Sunday (JDD) published in February 18. The rating of
Macron today varies around 40/45% (Harris Interactive 49%, Ifop 45%, Kantar Sofres 40%, BVA 40%, Elabe 39%, IPSOS 37% ...).
His popularity superior to that of François Hollande at the same time of his mandate and comparable to that of Nicolas
Sarkozy.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This also brings to mind the great doubts and criticism of Emmanuel Mcron, who is too young to govern and even impossible to win
even this presidential election. Emmanuel Macron has made his bet and has completed his project, for France and for himself and his
party created in one month, La Republique en marche, currently a majority seat in Parliament and recall that the French Prime Minister
Edouard Philippe is also young and 46 years old, with a popularity rating of 49% according to Ifop. The two young heads of state
Macron and Trudeau, perfectly blilingual French / English, have not only proved that age is not a condition for the function of
governing, but also gave hope to the new generation of thirty or four as to the possibility of seizing the opportunity and bringing it to the
end. It is also their way of upsetting the order already established over the decades, after which it is necessary to breathe the country
and the old institutions. It is therefore a new breath that they infuse not only by their youth or freshness but by their energy and
dynamism, a passion for work, coupled with the universal values “‹“‹of Liberty Equality, Fraternity to which they are
attached.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
It is then a question of making the speeches and the acts coincide, to give the citizens the desire to be reconciled with politics in
general and men / women politicians.
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